
MARKETING-SALES 
TOOLKIT
Bringing Life to Your Vision.

Welcome to the Fi Interiors™ Marketing-Sales toolkit. 
This toolkit offers an overview of the tools available to support the Fi Interiors product 
lines and services. It serves as a living document that can be used as a resource for 
fulfilling requests for information, guiding customer communications and sparking 
conversations.  

fi-interiorssales@fabricimages.com
www.fi-interiors.com

Email

+1.847.488.9877

Phone

9033 Murphy Road
Woodridge, IL 60517
United States

Address
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Product Catalogs
Purpose

Method

Location

Product Catalogs support 
the product lines offered by 
Fi Interiors. Each includes 
imagery of the product in use, 
detailed drawings and material 
information.

Digital

Website (click thumbnails to 
access)

Statement of Line

The Fi Interiors Statement of line offers an overview 
of all products within the Interior Design Acoustic 
collection. It also includes finishing options, 
available colors and stock prints, as well as material 
specifications.

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/fi-interiors-product-catalog-2021_hr.pdf

Cut Sheets

Hatch™ Acoustical Ceiling Treatment Collections

Hatch™ Rectangle Hatch™ Square Hatch™ Round

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_rectangle-hatch.
pdf

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_square-hatch.pdf

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_round-hatch.pdf

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_rectangle-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_round-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_square-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/fi-interiors-product-catalog-2021_hr.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/fi-interiors-product-catalog-2021_hr.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_rectangle-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_rectangle-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_rectangle-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_square-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_square-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_round-hatch.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_round-hatch.pdf
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Cut Sheets

Acoustical Ceiling Baffle Collections

Level™ Ceiling Baffles Stream™ Ceiling Baffles Surge™ Ceiling Baffles

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_level-baffles.pdf

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_stream-baffles.pdf

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_surge-baffles.pdf

Acoustical Partition Collections

Float™ Desk Partition Define™ Hanging Parition

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_float-desk-
partition.pdf

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_define-hanging-
partition.pdf

Acusti Art Wall Art Collections

Box Wall Art

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_box-acusti-art.pdf

Ceiling Beam Collections

Exposure™ Ceiling Beam

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/cut-sheet_exposure-beam.
pdf

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_level-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_stream-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_surge-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_box-acusti-art.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_define-hanging-partition.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_float-desk-partition.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_level-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_level-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_stream-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_stream-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_surge-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_surge-baffles.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_float-desk-partition.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_float-desk-partition.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_float-desk-partition.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_define-hanging-partition.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_define-hanging-partition.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_define-hanging-partition.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_box-acusti-art.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_box-acusti-art.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_exposure-beam.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_exposure-beam.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_exposure-beam.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/cut-sheet_exposure-beam.pdf
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Finishing & Specs
Purpose

Method

Location

These documents offer 
detailed information on 
finishing techniques, colors and 
specifications relating to the 
Acusti•fi™ material and products.

Digital

Website (click thumbnails to 
access)

Finishing Options

Decorative Finishes

Acusti•fi™ Patterns

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/acustifi-texture-card.pdf

Cut and V-Carve™ pattern 
options.

Acusti•fi™ 9mm Colors Acusti•fi™ Natural Prints

Material Finishes

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/acustifi-color-card.pdf

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/acustifi-patterns.pdf

Acusti•fi™ Specifications

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/
guides/acusti-fi_material_
specification_sheet.pdf

Material Specifications

https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-color-card.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-texture-card.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acusti-fi_material_specification_sheet.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-patterns.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-texture-card.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-texture-card.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-color-card.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-color-card.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-patterns.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acustifi-patterns.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acusti-fi_material_specification_sheet.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acusti-fi_material_specification_sheet.pdf
https://s3cdn.orbus.com/catalogs/guides/acusti-fi_material_specification_sheet.pdf
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Email Support
Fi Interiors™ sends email campaigns on a 
regular basis. Emails are sent to contacts we 
have collected within the A&D market space.

If you would like to provide us a list of 
contacts, we are happy to assess and include 
in our sends.

As an MLR, each email you receive will include 
downloadable images. These images can be 
used for email campaings, social media and 
websites.

Please contact us for additional support.

Image Assets

Each email provided to the MLR Groups includes a 
image package with the visuals that are used in the 
email. Simply go to the “Download Images” button 
in the footer to access the images. 
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Samples
Purpose

Method

Location

These documents offer 
detailed information on 
finishing techniques, colors and 
specifications relating to the 
Acusti•fi™ material and products.

Physical

Mailed by request

Acousti•fi™ Tool Kit

Rep Sales Kit

The Rep Sales Kit is designed for in-person meetings with customers to support 
the conversation for the Acusti•fi™ material, finishing techniques and products. 

The kit includes:
• Color wheel including the available colors of Acusti•fi
• Variety of printed, cut and V-Carve™ samples
• Wood Beam, from the Exposure™ line
• Flat pack sample kit

Acusti•fi carrying bag! 
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Audience
Individual points of contact

What is included
The sample chain includes all available Acusti•fi 
color samples. Each sample is printed on the 
backside with color information. This also shows 
the printability of the material.

Sample size
2.33”W x 2.33”H

How to order
Request through Fi-interiors.com 
Contact your Fi Interiors rep

Sample Tier 1: Flat Pack Sample Tier 2: Color Chain Sample Tier 3: Individual 

Audience
Materials libraries

What is included
The Flatpack includes all available Acusti•fi™ color 
samples and an assortment of printe, cut and 
V-Carve™ samples. The color samples are printed 
on the backside with color information. This also 
shows the printability of the material.

Sample size
2.33”W x 2.33”H

How to order
Contact your Fi Interiors rep

Audience
Individual points of contact 

What is included
Individual samples of Acusti•fi, per request. 
Available samplies include:

• Acusti•fi colors
• Wood grain prints
• Natural stone prints
• Cut finishing 
• V-Carve finishing
• Printed patterns

Sample size
5”W x 7”H

How to order
Request through Fi-interiors.com 
Contact your Fi Interiors rep

https://www.fabricimages.com/contact.html
https://www.fabricimages.com/contact.html
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Case Studies
Purpose

Method

Location

Case studies are thorough write-
ups that showcase the story 
of a particular project, with 
photos and details.  Share via 
link in an email to strengthen 
a conversation or use as a 
conversation starter over social 
media.

Digital

Blog (click thumbnails to access)

Barrington High School Office Space

Rite Aid Ribbon

Burnham Pavilion 
Chicago

Louis Vuitton Ribbon

First Ascent Ceiling 
Cloud

Chedraui Retail Store

Adler Planetarium

Wilmette Jewelers 
Windows

West77 Hatch

Parallax Gap, 
Smithsonian

Holiday Sequin TreesFranke Showroom Hillrom Acoustic Fins Origami Canopies

http://blendconcepts.com/2014/08/inspiring-environment-for-education/
http://blendconcepts.com/2014/09/how-we-defined-a-corporate-interior-environment-with-textiles/
http://blendconcepts.com/2014/10/fabric-structure-brings-new-life-to-retail-brand/
http://blendconcepts.com/2014/10/the-burnham-pavilion-in-chicago-redefines-fabric-architecture/
http://blendconcepts.com/2014/12/louis-vuitton-makes-a-big-holiday-statement/
http://blendconcepts.com/2016/02/first-ascent-ceiling-cloud-brings-the-mountains-indoors/
http://blendconcepts.com/2016/01/chedraui-takes-wayfinding-to-new-heights/
http://blendconcepts.com/2016/04/fabric-architecture-takes-on-a-deep-space-adventure/
http://blendconcepts.com/2015/01/incorporating-fabric-graphics-in-retail/
http://blendconcepts.com/2016/12/acoustical-canopy-reimagines-pool-deck/
http://blendconcepts.com/2017/10/parallax-gap-suspended-ceiling/
https://blendconcepts.com/2018/12/holiday-sequin-trees/
https://blendconcepts.com/2020/03/metal-display-fixtures-dress-showroom/
https://blendconcepts.com/2021/02/improving-office-acoustics-with-custom-partitions/
https://blendconcepts.com/2020/04/adding-shape-to-an-open-ceiling/
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Case Studies

Nickelodeon PineapplePURE Tension Pavilion Store of the Future Architectural Shell SAIC Stage Ribbon

Fabric Silos US Pavilion Expo Milano Chicago Auto Show 
Globe

Blooming Chandeliers Spatial Surround

Intralot London Iconic 
Pavilion

Architectural Fabric Structures

Tension Fabric 
Environment

Architectural Messaging

http://blendconcepts.com/2017/08/pineapple-house-creates-a-playful-environment/
http://blendconcepts.com/2013/10/tensile-structure-and-solar-power-make-the-pure-tension-volvo-pavilion/
http://blendconcepts.com/2014/02/using-fabric-to-create-a-retail-store-of-the-future/
http://blendconcepts.com/2014/08/organic-fabric-structure-at-expo-habitat/
http://blendconcepts.com/2014/06/fabric-takes-center-stage-on-fashion-runway/
http://blendconcepts.com/2015/03/fabric-silos-create-impact-at-event/
http://blendconcepts.com/2015/07/innovative-surfaces-within-the-usa-pavilion/
http://blendconcepts.com/2016/02/the-auto-show-takes-on-the-world/
http://blendconcepts.com/2016/05/blooming-chandeliers-dress-event/
http://blendconcepts.com/2016/09/tension-fabric-goes-global-with-fluid-curves/
http://blendconcepts.com/2016/07/tension-fabric-petals-defy-gravity/
https://blendconcepts.com/2021/01/flexible-and-safe-architectural-design-speaks-to-the-future/
https://blendconcepts.com/2020/04/curvatures-that-capture-an-environment/
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Blend: Interactivity

This issue focuses on 
printed and non-printed 
fabric architecture and 
the related attributes of 
the design features of 
textiles and trends, along 
with interactivity.  Includes 
Rhizome story.

Blend: Expressions

This issue looks at 
integration of the Groove™ 
display product line, 
collaborating with like-
minded creatives, and the 
start of dressing a brand 
with fabric architecture.

Blend: Dressing the 
Brand

This issue gives a snapshot 
of how textiles and the 
sense of touch interact 
to create memorable 
experiences in interior or 
retail environments and 
drive brand connection.

Blend Magazine
Purpose

Method

Location

Blend is a tool to inspire, excite 
and educate our customers 
and potential customers.  Each 
issue focuses on a specific topic, 
market or theme.  Sharing Blend 
can be easily woven in, either as a 
follow-up to strengthen a current 
conversation or as a tool to start 
a new conversation.

Digital

Click thumbnails to access

Blend:  Burnham 
Pavilion

This is the story of 
Fabric Images, Inc.’s 
involvement in building 
the Zaha Hadid design 
for the Burnham Pavilion 
in Chicago, an amazing 
story of a complex fabric 
architectural design.

Blend: Senses

This issue reviews the 
latest trends happening 
in fabric, architecture, 
materials and design.  
Learn how incorporating 
fabric architecture into 
key environments creates 
a truely experiential 
connection.

Blend: Events

This issue is dedicated to 
trends taking place in the 
events industry, with focus 
on eco-design using the 
Freestyle rental program, 
innovative designs 
solutions and exciting 
materials. 

https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend_dressing_thebrand2
https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend_vol2
https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend_issue
https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend_20events
https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend_vol4_sense
https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend_zaha_burnham
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Blend: Exhibitory/
Organic Design
This issue focuses on the 
topic of organic curvatures 
within exhibition design; 
from the psychology 
behind curves to the 
design attributes and 
details that curvature 
enables a branded 
environment. 

Blend Magazine

Blend: Retail

In this issue, the 
conversation focuses 
on Retail trends and the 
incorporation of fabric 
solutions within store 
environments. Topics 
range from creative way 
finding to understanding 
the personalities of 
material sheens. 

Blend: Hospitality

This issue looks at how 
dynamics are changing 
to adapt for a new 
generation of traveler. 
Design components, 
including tension fabric, 
are playing a big role 
in creating a better 
overall experience within 
environments.

https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend_exhibit_organics
https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend_retail
https://issuu.com/fabricimages/docs/blend-hospitality

